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About This Game

Detective Inspector Hector – the hard-nosed, soft-bellied lawman of Clappers Wreake, a town that took the “Great” out of
Britain. He’s violent, drunken, and has a taste for all things criminal, corrupt, or smothered in curry.

All 3 episodes available now - get the full season!

Episode 1 – We Negotiate with Terrorists:

When a hostage crisis erupts in the centre of Clappers Wreake, Hector has to make a choice: carry out a terrorist’s
demands, or let innocent hostages die. Hector’s still on the fence.

Episode 2 – Senseless Acts of Justice:

Hunting a psychopath, Hector is pulled down a twisted trail of meat, sin, sleaze, and more meat.

Episode 3 – Beyond Reasonable Doom:

Can Hector escape his squalid demise and stagger back to Clappers Wreake to save it from extinction?
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Title: Hector: Badge of Carnage - Full Series
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Straandlooper
Publisher:
Telltale Games
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2011

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: XP / Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Disk Space: 500 Mb

Video Card: ATI or NVidia card w/ 256 MB RAM

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: Audio Card required

English
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Just perfect!. Really good point and click game with some cynical, offensive humor that actually got me quite a few times. I'd
throw out warnings for some bad sex worker jokes in the first part, but it improves significantly from there.. This game is so
funny! I really hope they make another one in the future <3. This game is so funny! I really hope they make another one in the
future <3. A fun and pleasant point-and-click experience if you like the genre and enjoy Brittish fart humor (which I do...).
Suitable difficulty and mostly logical puzzles (obviously in a twisted way...). A few glitches, but nothing that disturbed
gameplay.
. One of the great modern (although it's 7 years old now) adventure games and genuinely very funny. Just don't buy it expecting
the usual Telltale type of game. I'd love to see more of Hector. Great series! Would love to see more of Hector in the future. He
may be an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but he is the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 who will save Clapers Wreake. This game includes the essential dialog,
blantant jokes, action ,subtle jokes, puzzels, and sexual jokes. All wrapped up in a very British Point n Click Noir that deserves
more recognition!. Game features various british accents and a load of slang and wordplays and has no localization - and it's not
a starter's english material, keep this in mind before purchasing.
One of the most undeservedly forgotten games - published by Telltale games before they started doing the interactive movie-
type of games. Hector is a traditional point and click, and it's a fairly easy one - it has some point and click logic to it, especially
given by it's twisted style, but it helps with lots of references ingame, and with an ingame full guide.
The game is quite mature in topics, but at the same time has crude, juvenile and absurd humour. Play the policeman who for
whatever reason goes the distance to save his cesspool of a town while verbally abusing whoever he can, comitting breaking in,
indecent exposure, blackmailing, felony and some other nice stuff just to get the job done. Certainly it takes a personality to put
up with the game, but the game has really high production value. Filled to the brim with wordplays for better of worse, original
ideas, a honestly great storyline and really memorable puzzles. I can understand that the game is not for everyone because of it's
style, but I do believe that the game is genuinely outstanding, and one of the very best point and clicks I've ever played. Very
much recommended to get it if you're interested!. Game features various british accents and a load of slang and wordplays and
has no localization - and it's not a starter's english material, keep this in mind before purchasing.
One of the most undeservedly forgotten games - published by Telltale games before they started doing the interactive movie-
type of games. Hector is a traditional point and click, and it's a fairly easy one - it has some point and click logic to it, especially
given by it's twisted style, but it helps with lots of references ingame, and with an ingame full guide.
The game is quite mature in topics, but at the same time has crude, juvenile and absurd humour. Play the policeman who for
whatever reason goes the distance to save his cesspool of a town while verbally abusing whoever he can, comitting breaking in,
indecent exposure, blackmailing, felony and some other nice stuff just to get the job done. Certainly it takes a personality to put
up with the game, but the game has really high production value. Filled to the brim with wordplays for better of worse, original
ideas, a honestly great storyline and really memorable puzzles. I can understand that the game is not for everyone because of it's
style, but I do believe that the game is genuinely outstanding, and one of the very best point and clicks I've ever played. Very
much recommended to get it if you're interested!. If you're British, you will love the slang and colloquialisms. If you're not
British, you will come out of this experience learning a few :D It's a grerat game.

If you're looking for a silly, good humoured point and click with interesting characters and a little bit of brain teasing\/problem
solving, then this is the game for you. It's different to Telltale's other games such as Walking Dead, but in a good way. Think
more in line with Monkey Island with easier brain teasing puzzles.

All in all, great game!
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Hector: The badge of Carnage is sold as full package that includes all of the episodes, so I\u2019ll give my review as a single
game even though it has three separate executables. The series tells a single story arching over the three episodes and therefore
act as one in that sense as well.

A terrorist is on loose at Clappers Wreake and it\u2019s your job as titular Hector to save the town. Very little is actually worth
saving since the place is run down and infested with trash \u2013 both literal and as in its citizens. In your aid is an annoying and
useless (the game\u2019s own words) sidekick called Lambert. Hector himself is no ordinary policeman and neither are his
methods: There is not a single decent thing you do in this game! You have to insult people, drug people, cheat people.
You\u2019ll participate in organ trading, church burning and evidence forging among other things. I especially liked the part
where you beat up a dairy farmer.

This might seem as crude and you can be sure it is. It\u2019s all presented with loads of dark and tasteless humour that you
either love or you hate. Every human orifice and fluids found within gets some time in the spotlight. I kind of liked the totally
absurd conversation options and just listening to the madness. Puzzles are relatively easy and you can breeze through most of the
game. There is a really generous hint system if you ever get stuck and even a full walkthough can be found in the menus.

Graphics have nothing to give praise for. Animation is there just to get the job done but it's not very polished. The game does
support wide range of resolutions, at least up to 1920x1080, but the assets are not 16:9. Instead the game leaves black bars on
both sides of the screen and it\u2019s really hard to tell any meaningful difference between the resolution settings. The
graphical quality cannot be customised any other way. I didn\u2019t notice any crashing, bugs etc. during my playthrough,
which took about 4 hours per episode.

Hector\u2019s voice acting really hits the spot and his delivery combined with the horrible things he\u2019s saying is what kept
me motivated. Every character has a thick British accent with a lot of slang that is at times hard to understand. No matter, since
every unfamiliar word is an insult anyway. Whatever other sounds or music there was didn't make any impact.

I\u2019m a little bit ashamed to admit it but I laughed far more than anyone should at this game. I have given warnings about
the content and if it still sounds like something you might enjoy, you\u2019ll get your moneys worth. Recommended!. + Funny
game with excellent dialogue. Lots of British slang. The mechanics of the game is simple: click once to See an item, double-
click to Use it. All 3 episodes are connected, but Episode 2 is probably my favourite because it has the largest number of
locations. The story isn't the greatest, but there is a big plot-twist at the end of Episode 2.

- The graphics are cute but the game's maximum resolution is quite-small, and doesn't support wide-screen.
. Great series! Would love to see more of Hector in the future. He may be an
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but he is the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
who will save Clapers Wreake. This game includes the essential dialog, blantant jokes, action ,subtle jokes, puzzels, and sexual
jokes. All wrapped up in a very British Point n Click Noir that deserves more recognition!. Buggeration! Why are there not
much games like Bector (Hector)?

Funniest point & click game I've ever played!. Absolute my fav. adventure game!
This is game is awesome like monkey island was long ago. ^^. If you're British, you will love the slang and colloquialisms. If
you're not British, you will come out of this experience learning a few :D It's a grerat game.

If you're looking for a silly, good humoured point and click with interesting characters and a little bit of brain teasing\/problem
solving, then this is the game for you. It's different to Telltale's other games such as Walking Dead, but in a good way. Think
more in line with Monkey Island with easier brain teasing puzzles.

All in all, great game!. Funny old-school Point&Click Adventure with lots of sleazy humor spiced up with some great british
english slang. Each of the 3 eps lasts for about 3hrs, depending on how fast one can solve the puzzles and there were some I
figured out by old-school trial and error way. Nonetheless, there is definetely some fun to be had here :). Really good point and
click game with some cynical, offensive humor that actually got me quite a few times. I'd throw out warnings for some bad sex
worker jokes in the first part, but it improves significantly from there.. Hector: The badge of Carnage is sold as full package
that includes all of the episodes, so I\u2019ll give my review as a single game even though it has three separate executables. The
series tells a single story arching over the three episodes and therefore act as one in that sense as well.
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A terrorist is on loose at Clappers Wreake and it\u2019s your job as titular Hector to save the town. Very little is actually worth
saving since the place is run down and infested with trash \u2013 both literal and as in its citizens. In your aid is an annoying and
useless (the game\u2019s own words) sidekick called Lambert. Hector himself is no ordinary policeman and neither are his
methods: There is not a single decent thing you do in this game! You have to insult people, drug people, cheat people.
You\u2019ll participate in organ trading, church burning and evidence forging among other things. I especially liked the part
where you beat up a dairy farmer.

This might seem as crude and you can be sure it is. It\u2019s all presented with loads of dark and tasteless humour that you
either love or you hate. Every human orifice and fluids found within gets some time in the spotlight. I kind of liked the totally
absurd conversation options and just listening to the madness. Puzzles are relatively easy and you can breeze through most of the
game. There is a really generous hint system if you ever get stuck and even a full walkthough can be found in the menus.

Graphics have nothing to give praise for. Animation is there just to get the job done but it's not very polished. The game does
support wide range of resolutions, at least up to 1920x1080, but the assets are not 16:9. Instead the game leaves black bars on
both sides of the screen and it\u2019s really hard to tell any meaningful difference between the resolution settings. The
graphical quality cannot be customised any other way. I didn\u2019t notice any crashing, bugs etc. during my playthrough,
which took about 4 hours per episode.

Hector\u2019s voice acting really hits the spot and his delivery combined with the horrible things he\u2019s saying is what kept
me motivated. Every character has a thick British accent with a lot of slang that is at times hard to understand. No matter, since
every unfamiliar word is an insult anyway. Whatever other sounds or music there was didn't make any impact.

I\u2019m a little bit ashamed to admit it but I laughed far more than anyone should at this game. I have given warnings about
the content and if it still sounds like something you might enjoy, you\u2019ll get your moneys worth. Recommended!. One of
the great modern (although it's 7 years old now) adventure games and genuinely very funny. Just don't buy it expecting the usual
Telltale type of game. I'd love to see more of Hector
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